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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 231 x 155 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Follow the journey of Joey Mancuso
becoming Joey Fizz as he travels in the crucible of his existence seeking to find his place in the
universe on his own terms. Share in Joey s journey returning from the Korean War, conflicted about
returning home to the conflicts in his own family. Be with Joey on his way after the war guiding a
blinded war buddy to fulfill a dream going to Yosemite National Park then visiting the home of a
dead buddy from the Blackfeet Indian reservation in Montana returning to his family, in tribute, the
most meaningful symbol of his buddy s life. Go with Joey to Memphis where he escapes trouble in a
fight at a poker game learning firsthand the hatred still brewing in this country. Be with Joey as he
heads back home to New York facing restless days and nights struggling with the remembrances
and nightmares of war including having a brother, Gio, living his own nightmare shell-shocked and
hospitalized from wounds suffered in World War II during the invasion at Anzio. Learn...
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ReviewsReviews

Very good electronic book and beneficial one. It can be rally interesting throgh reading time period. You can expect to like the way the writer publish this
publication.
-- Miss Eden Walter Jr.-- Miss Eden Walter Jr.

Merely no words and phrases to describe. I really could comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. Your daily life period will be change
once you full reading this ebook.
-- Mr. Ladarius Stoltenberg-- Mr. Ladarius Stoltenberg
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